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'Constructive
Engagement':

THE US· SOUTH AFRICA AXIS
On May 26, 1948, the Nationalist Party won power in
South Africa and immediately enacted "separate development" laws under which a minority reduced an already oppressed majority to semi-feudal enslavement.
Since the tormented peoples did not take kindly to such
treatment, the oppressors have had to resort to genocide
to protect their acquisition. Despite the fact that the
policies of the South African government have been condemned around the world, it enjoys the economic and
military support of the US in what Washington now calls
"constructive engagement."
Under a series of Draconian laws, Africans in South
Africa are subjected to unrelenting brutality. Millions of
people, uprooted from their ancestral lands, are assigned
to territories called Bantustans, which comprise only 13
percent of the nation's land mass . Stripped of their citizenship, they suffer under puppet rulers empowered by
Pretoriq.. These "leaders" emulate their manipulators by
imprisoning, torturing, and murdering ANC (African
National Congress) freedom fighters who oppose the
Bantustan policies. In the words of the ANC, "The ultimate aim of apartheid is to render all South Africa' s 21
million Africans statutory foreigners and make the 4.5
million whites a de jure majority. The Bantustans play a
key role in this."
For 70 years the ANC has spearheaded the struggle
against the racist monster that has disfigured the land
and mutilated generations of Africans. For 50 of those
years, non-violent strategies were practiced only to be
met with increased repression. Yet Prince Albert Lithulo,
its late President, was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for
his non-violent resistance. The mildest protest against
the existing or-0.~r was ruthlessly suppressed. The ANC
was left with no alternative but to turn to armed struggle,
which it did 20 years ago when it formed its fighting
wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe (Spear of the Nation).

SOUTH AFRICA AND NAMIBIA
Not only does South Africa have a long history of
domestic repression, but it has also involved itself, often
violently, in the internal affairs of other states. During
World War I, Sou th African forces occupied Southwest

Africa, and in 1920, a League of Nations mandate gave
South Africa full power of administration and legislation
over it. But when the United Nations assumed supervisory authority over the territory in 1946, South Africa was
requested to place the region under a trusteeship agreement. After 20 years of South African defiance, the UN
General Assembly revoked South Africa's mandate, and
in 1971, the International Court of Justice stated in an
advisory opinion that South African rule be abolished,
and advised. UN members states to refrain from legally
recognizing South African presencefo Southwest Africa
(Namibia).
Despite outcries from the world community, Namibia
is still suffering colonial status . Presently there are over
100,000 South African troops in Namibia enforcing white
minority rule of90 percent of the 1.25 million inhabitants.
This represents one soldier to every twelve persons, the
most intense per capita concentration of military force in
the world.
Responding to pressure from SWAPO (the Southwest
Africa People's Organization) and the international
community, five western nations - the US, Canada,
France, West Germany, and the United Kingdom launched a diplomatic effort in the mid-seventies to effect
a solution. Both South Africa and SWAPO were consulted in the 1978 effort that led to UN Resolution 435
which called for direct elections for a constituent assembly in Namibia under UN supervision and control. However, every time a new set of proposals has been agreed
to by all parties, it has also been rejected at the point of
implementation by South Africa. Far from penalizing
South Africa for its intransigence, the US and the "gang
of five" demand concessions from SWAPO to meet.
South Africa's objections. Some examples of the attempts at procrastination include South Africa's protest
that assembly points for SWAPO troops during the transition are unfair (although when the frontline states proposed demilitarizing border zones, South Africa refused
and demanded 20 bases within those zones), and that
Cuban troops be removed from Angola as a precondition
for agreement. As SWAPO spokespeople have said,
negotiations ·now only concern concessions to South Africa.

Meanwhile, an equally sinister situation is developing in Angola. The Portuguese weekly Expresso recently
reported that South Africa has allocated $5 million for a
coup in th~t couf1try. Code-named Operation Cubango,
the plofW~s hatched in London last April and involved
South Afrkan_arid US intelligence services and members
of the Angolan counterrevolutionary groups FLNA and
UNITA. The first stages of the operation consist of military raids and the training of 2000 mercenaries, many
former members of PIDE, the old Portuguese colonial
secret police, and others recruited by the CIA. It is no
secret, however, that_ South Africa occupies over 50,000
square miles in the southern provinces of Angola and has
an invasion army of 30,000 poised for action. Defense
Minister Magnus Malan stated openly that Pretoria "is
ready to follow Israel's example in Lebanon and undertake the invasion of Angola" and damn the recognized
rules of international law. The South African government hopes to go unpunished thanks to US support. The
White House, having declared that UNITA is a "lawful
political force," envisions establishing the traitors as a
subservient, pro-western government.
Similarly, Pretoria reportedly has 50,000 troops concentrated on Mozambique' s border, where a bogus "National Resistance Movement," led by South African
commando veterans who fought against Zimbabwe's
independence, are attempting to overthrow the independent Maputo government. The active role of South
Africa's government in destabilizing the frontline states
was revealed when captured mercenaries confessed that
Pretoria was their sponsor in the bungled attempt to
overthrow Albert Rene's government in the Seychelles in
1982.
In mid-December 1982, the South African armed forces
conducted a raid into independent Lesotho, indiscriminately massacring 42 unarmed Lesothans, including several women and children, on the pretext of hunting down
ANC fighters . Witnesses say the raiders discharged volleys into the shanti~s regardless of who occupied them .
(When the UN debated a condemnatory resolution, the
US rose to South Africa's defense and blocked the resolution, objecting that it was one-sided and had been
drafted without an opportunity to hear South Africa's
side.)
US INVOLVEMENT
Southern Africa is of major importance in the global
struggle between the forces of social progress and social
blight. As regards the US government, where once the
word camouflaged the deed, now the word illuminates
the deed. Discarding the hypocrisy that characterized
Carter's human rights campaign, the Reaganites openly
support, morally and militarily, the South African apartheid regime, not only in suppressing the liberation
movements in Soutli. and Southwest Africa, but in
launching mu-r.d erous assaults against the independent
frontline states.
To justify support of perhaps the most detested regime
on earth, the Reaganites have unleashed a vicious campaign of lies and slander against the ANC and SWAPO,
the legitimate representatives of the people of South and
Southwest Africa, recognized as such by the United Nations·and most of its member states, charging them with
being terrorist organizations serving Soviet expansionist
aims. Last March, an assortment of unsavory witnesses
was paraded before Senator Jeremiah Denton's Sub-

Committee on Security and Terrorism to "prove" the
terrorist thesis. As the conclusion of the hearings, Joel
Lisker, chief counsel to the committee, announced that
phase two of the investigation would be a series of hearings to determine the extent of support by Americans for
groups like the ANC and SW APO. "The ultimate aim is
to introduce legislation to make it a criminal offense for
support from the US to go to such terror organizations,"
he said .
US imperialism's abiding concern for maintaining the
status quo in South Africa itself and in reversing the
liberation process in the frontline states is attributable to
several factors. Whereas US corporations accounted for
11 percent of direct investments in South Africa in 1960, it
amounted to 25 percent in 1982, with assets totalling over
$6 billion. The US is South Africa's principle trading
partner, with !3.3 billion in imports from, and $2.4 billion
exports to South Africa in 1980. Despite long-standing
UN sanctions against South Africa, DuPont and other US
firms are unashamedly announcing huge -new investments in South Africa under the "constructive engagement" policies of the Reagan administration . The US was
the strongest backer of the controversial $1.2 billion International Monetary Fund loan in 1982 to prop up the
apartheid regime, rocked as it is by inflationary problems
caused in part by huge military expenditures.
Secondly, Southern Africa is pregnant with raw materials important to the US and its allies. These materials
include scarce strategic minerals like uranium, cobalt,
tungsten, and vanadium, required for weapons production. The plunder of Namibia in particular is so widespread that in 1974 the UN General Assembly approved a
Decree for the Protection of the Natural Resources of
Namibia. The Decree condemns South Africa's illegal
occupation of Namibia, and outlines steps to insure the
protection of the country's natural resources.

. Thirdly, there are military-political reasons for imperialism's intervention in the region. The Pentagon is
intent upon bringing to fruition its long-deferred plan to
clap together a military alliance of the US, South Africa,
and the South American military dictatorships into a
South Atlantic Treaty Organization. Control of the sea
lanes in the Indian and .South Atlantic oceans is of the
highest priority to the imperialists. But above all else, as
part of its global strategy to contain the spread of
socialism, it has long been a US objective to encircle the
socialist states with nuclear-equipped military bases and
now the Rapid Deployment Force . Especially alarming is
the US program of transferring nuclear technology to
fascist regimes. It is now a general presumption in the
international community that South Africa has acquired
a nuclear military capacity, the first fascist country to do
so. Imagine nuclear weapons in the hands of Hitler - the
men who run South Africa were, after all, Hitler's collaborators during World War II - and you have some
notion of the· danger facing humanity with this development.
SOLIDARITY WITH THE
ANTI-APARTHEID STRUGGLE

The question arises among peace-loving people in the
US as to how we can best express our solidarity with the
anti-apartheid movement. Obviously we must help ex-

pose the economic, political, and military collaboration
between Washington and Pretoria, and must organize
campaigns around the following issues:
•Demand that Washington strictly observe UN resolutions invoking sanctions on the shipment of military
and other items vital to apartheid's existence;
• Mobilize pressure on Washington to recognize the
ANC and SWAPO as the sole, legitimate representatives
of South Africa and Namibia;
• Pressure Washington to implement:UN Resolution
435 without further delays and without cbnspiring with
South Africa to place additional impediments in the way
of a just settlement to the Namibian problem;
• Denounce South Africa's destabilizing aggression
against Angola, Mozambique, and other independent
states in Africa;
• Demand the unconditional release of Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners in South Africa;
•Demand that Washington and its allies honor Decree
No . 1 barring the exploitation of Namibia's natural resources;
• Finally, material aid, clothing, medical supplies, and
money can be sent to the UN Commission of Refugees at
the UN in New York City. Money may also be sent to the
ANC andor SWAPO, both located at 801 Second Avenue, New York, NY 10017, the ANC in Suite 405 and
SWAPO in Suite 1401.

FREE NELSON MANDELA
The freedom movement in South Africa is more than a
civil rights struggle, and international support for the
liberation of South Africa is more than a moral question.
At stake is peace on the African continent and in the
Indian Ocean region. The South African fortress is a
threat to every sovereign state on the continent and in
that part of the world, and the probability that the Pretoria rulers possess a nuclear capability poses a threat of
worldwide nuclear conflagration. Beyond the elementary question of human rights, it is in our self-interest, for
a world free from the danger of thermonuclear war to
work in solidarity with the continuing democratic struggles in southern Africa.
A broad international movement to win the release of
Nelson Rohihlahla Mandela is central to our efforts to
defuse the time bomb in southern Africa. A long-time
leader of the ANC, Mandela has been imprisoned since
he and seven other leaders of the freedom movement
were sentenced to life in 1964. Mandela himself has said,
"I am prepared to pay the penalty even though I know

how bitter and desperate is the situation of an African in
the prisons of this country ...More powerful than my fear
of the dreadful conditions to which I might be subjected
is my hatred for the dreadful conditions to which my
people are subjected outside prison throughout this
country."
Mandela joined the ANC in 1944, at the age of 26, and
has been a knife in the side of apartheid ever since. Prior
to joining the ANC, Mandela was a student activist at
Fort Hare College, so it can be said he has been a plague
on the house of white minority rule for forty years. Mandela was a founding member of the youth league of the
ANC in 1944. He was a principal organizer of the National Day of Protest, 26 June 1950, called to protest the
conditions of the African majority and to mourn the men,
women, and children who had lost their lives resisting
apartheid.
Five years later some 2844 elected delegates representing all of the peoples of South Africa gathered for a
Congress of the People, the most democratic forum in the

recent history of that country. The delegates adopted the
Freedom Charter, a document which loudly decla:red
that South Africa belonged to all of her people-African,
Asian, "Colored", and European - and renounced the
politics of racism. Among the provision of the Freedom
Charter:
• "South Africa belongs to all who live in it, Black and
white, and no government can justly claim authority
unless it is based on the will of the people;
• "Every man and woman shall have the right to vote
for and stand as a candidate for all bodies which make
laws;
• "All people shall have equal rights to use their own
languages and to develop their own folk culture and
customs;
• "The national wealth of our country, the heritage of
all South Africans, shall be restored to the people;
• "Restriction of land ownership on a racial basis shall
be ended, and all the land re-divided amongst those who
work it, to banish famine and land hunger;
• "No one shall be imprisoned, deported or restricted
without a fair trial;
• " All laws which discriminate on the ground of race,
color, or belief shall be repealed;
• "All who work shall be free to form trade unions, to
elect their officers and to make wage agreements with
their employers;
•"The state shall recognize the right and duty of all to
work, and to draw full employment benefits;
• "Men and women of all races shall receive equal pay
for equal work;
• "Education shall be free, compulsory, universal and
equal for all children;
• "Adult iliteracy shall be ended by a mass state education plan;
• "All people shall have the right to live where they
choose, to be decently housed, and to bring up their
families in comfort and security;
• " Free medical care and hospitalization shall be pro-

vided for all, with special care for mothers and young
children;
• ''South Africa shall strive to maintain world peace
and the settlement of all international disputes by negotiations, not war.
A wave of strikes, demontrations, and protests followed in the wake of the Congress of the People. The
response of the apartheid regime was the Treason Trial of
1956-60, more arrests and detentions, more neo-fascist
laws, and the Sharpsville Massacre, in which 67 Africans
were killed and hundreds of others who were nonviolently protesting the internal passport system were
wounded. In this period, Mandela was arrested several
times and banished. Shortly after his return, he was
arrested and detained, eventually to be tried and convicted along with seven others.
In 1958, Nelson Mandela was married to Nomzomo
Winnie Madikizela. In twenty five years, they have spent
less than two years together. Winnie Mandela has been
jailed, hounded, and isolated by the apartheid regime
because of her active leadership in the freedom movement. Their daughter was also arrested in January 1983.
Today, the man who by all accounts would be head of
state of a free South Africa sits in a 7 by 71/z foot cell,
forbidden any news from the outside world. He labors at
breaking stones or sewing heavy canvas mailbags in total
silence for hours on end. Together with the other African
political prisoners, he is subject to over 20 different kinds
of punishable insubordinations - including negligence
at work, disrespect to the wardens, talking without permission, singing, whistling, lodging a false or frivilous
complaint, and acting in a way considered contrary to
good order and discipline . Punishment includes solitary
confinement, missing meals, and whippings.
Several years ago a petition campaign to free Nelson
Mandela was initiated by the Black newspaper, The Post
of Johannesburg. The petition dirve has now become
international in scope, receiving unanimous endorsement by the United Nations Security Council.
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Please clip and return to the US Peace Council, 7 East 15 Street, Suite 408, New York, NY 10003.

FREE NELSON MANDELA
Dear Mr. President,
We, the undersigned, petition you to make a public appeal in the name of human rights, to free
Nelson Mandela. The leader of the African National Congress (the national liberation movement recognized by the United Nations and the Organization of African Unity) remains
imprisoned after 18 years of a life sentence. By most estimates, Mandela would be elected
president of a free South Africa.
Dozens of heads of state and the United Nations have asked for the freedom of this great leader.
As president of a country with enormous investments in and dealings with the South African
apartheid regime, your voice would carry tremendous weight on this matter.
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